It is shown that the method of two-time Green's function may be used as a systematic way of investigating the behaviour of relaxation in magnetic materials. A stochastic assumption has he en introduced to terminate the chain of higher order Green's functions. As a result the macroscopic parameter of relaxation in a localized spin assembly is expressed by the interaction constant and the spatial correlation of spin deviations at a single time in an equilibrium assembly. The temperature dependence of the latter quantity may also be calculated by the same method. Only the general formulation is presented in part I, and examples will be given in subsequent publications on the width of resonance in ferro-and antiferromagnetic substances.
The mechanism of relaxation or clamping phenomena In magnetic materials has long been a subject of both experimental and theoretical investigations, and various phenomenological descriptions have been put forward for the relaxation in paramagnets since the paper of Casimir and du Pre/)-3) although the microscopic basis of these theories has not been investigated in a satisfactory way.4)-8) However, there still remain several important aspects of the experiments which have not been explained. Among them are: (1) the anomaly which appears in the relaxation characteristics around the critical point of the co-operative spin ordering,9)-1l) (2) the relaxation phenomena which are observed in an inhomogeneous spin assembly (e.g. spin diffusion and spectral diffusion) /2) - 14) and (3) the anomalous behaviour observed under the presence of a large oscillating field.
1li )
The lack of thorough understanding of these phenomena seems mainly due to the lack of a systematic method in "treating them. We here propose to call for the twotime Green's function, in the sense of Tyablikov-Bogoliubov and Matsubara/B)-IS) for this purpose.I 9 ) Of course Green's function, as it is defined, entrains a whole hierarchy of functions of the same type and of higher ranks, and it is necessary to terminate the hierarchy at a certain stage. This must be done according to the nature of the observation we have in mind, in such a way that simple results may eventually be derived which are amenable to physical interpretation. ( It should be remembered that there is no unique recipe in this terminating procedure, and this is exactly where the physical model comes in which must be appi'opriate for thfC r~levant situation. In general the mathematical assumption takes the form of a stochastic replacement of the higher order Green's function by a set of products, of lower order functions of the same kind and. the equilibrium averages. Suppos~ the hierarchy is terminated af aceltainstage, a further step is necessary in order to find an imaginary part, or a damping. Two different types may be mentioned , . as· examples of this kind of procedure.
(A) In the energy denominator of the highest order Green's function the energy parameter (J) may be replaced by (J) + is (s>O, s->O) , which by virtue of the formula
_1_._, = _!£ _ ina ({J), (J)+zS (J),
leads to the introduction of the damping character; This procedure corresponds, in the simplest case, to the assumption of a simple exponential damping of higher order quantities. The assumption is expected to be va~id in particular fora system which is in contact with a large system playing a role of heat b,ath ;or (B) Sometimes the aggregate of few a-functions is too stringent fot a reasonable loss of memory in a complex system. This means that ,We have stopped at too early a stage, in the· hierarchy of Green's functions. If We had taken, however, the effect of higher order functions into account,o we should have obtained many more lines distributed more or less continuoudy over the range which was roughly indicated by few strong peaks in our aprroxlmalion. Based on this idea we may replace the aggregate of a-functions by a continuous distribution which is accompanied by a stochastic character. An example of such an assumption is given by the Gaussian random process 20 ) of which the 'initial time behaviour is specified exactly, e.g. by calculating the second moments. This procedure anticipates a situation .in which one spin has a large number of co-ordination, and seems to be necessary in an isolated assembly.
In what follows both procedures are invoked for the discussion of the spacetime dependence of spin-spin correlation. § 2. ,General fCfl'mulation Let us define the space-time Fourier transform of a retarded Green's function by
where () (r) is a step function and use has been made of the fact that the shift in time origin does not affect the physical situation in an equilibrium assembly. (2) where 8£ is the total hamiltonian of the system. On the right-hand side of this equation we generally find a higher order complex of more than one operators and these will lead to corresponding Green's functions of higher order naturally. Dynamical~y this chain or hierarchy goes up to infinity and it is necessary to terminate the chain in a sensible manner.
Here we adopt the following procedure. We try to decompose a higher order Green's function into a sum of products of lower order Green's functions and averages as far as possible so that the remainder can be regarded as statistically independent and may possibly be small in magnitude. As an example of this kind of procedure we have the relation between 'IllOments and cll1nulants in the theory of probability.23) Although in our case Green's functions depend on the different times we here propose to follow a similar procedure in defining a new . 
where < )c stands for the cumulant and < > for the moment averages, respec: tively, and abbreviated notations were used for both types of Green's function.
After the above decompositions we stop at a certain order and discard the highest order remainder, i.e. the cumulant type function, supposing that it is small. Then we have a closed set of linear equations involving a finite number of relatively lower order Green's functions, and in principle it is possible to solve the set of linear equation in such a way that we may have a suitable quantity corresponding to a particular type of observation. The stage at which we terminate the hierarchy should in principle be determined by the time scale in which we are interested in a particular type observation.
The third step may be termed as a stochastic continuation, or stochastic introduction of the damping. This corresponds to the smearing out of the discrete spectrum which is expected in the highest order at which we terminated the hierarchy. The way of doing this has already been discussed in the Introduction.
As an actual example, to which general theory is bo te applied, we here adopt an assembly of localized spins, i.e. the Heisenberg type magnet, and suppose that the system is described by the following hamiltonian
The first term stands for the Zeeman energy (wo = r 1-1 0 ) , the second term for the exchange energy, the third term for the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, and the fourth term for the anisotropy energy including the contribution ansmg from the third term. (4) . The time derivatives of single spin operator under the use of the above hamiltonian are listed in Table I , where we used an abbreviation r'" -S/ (/1 = O~ +, -) and also the definitions
For the purpose to simplify and to shorten various expressions we now confine ourselves to the case in which we have only adiabatic perturbations, i.e. we discard the part of the interaction which does not commute with the Zeeman energy for the moment. Second, we assume that the system is definitely' quantized along the z-a~is, and retain only those average values / /11/12"') which satisfy _ .
As a consequence of this simplification we are left with only the following cumulant averages r/11f.l2··· = / f.ll/12··· ), l.e.
(/lq2'"
<123)c:
It should be noted that we have given the Fourier transformed quantities in q-space, with which we are mainly concerned in the later part of this paper. There is also a restriction' with respect to the wave number lffi' In the case of a paramagnet ox a ferromagnet the spatial uniformity reqUIres
In the case of an antiferromagnet the condition becomes
Liqi=O and 7C (an alternant magnet).
If there is a serew type ordering in the static arrangement of spins which IS described by a characteristic wave vector Q corresponding to the screw pitch, then the condition becomes (13) The hierarchy of Green's function of the cumulant type is described by' the equations in Table II , and is schematically shown by Fig. 1 .
As an example we first treat the transverse response which is closely related to the line shape of the magnetic resonance absorption. The relevant Green' function in this case is Table II . Equations of motion of the cumulant Green's functions which ~ppear in the hierarchy of (tl-(~I~) 
} (+ -+1
The denominator and the numerator are obtained' In the following forms, Table II ). Decompositions of the higher order Green's functions into those of lower orders are also shown by the arrowed lines with a dot or dots 'which.
indicate cumulant averages like 0), or' (12) and (123), respectively.
II

III
The expressions of the coefficients appeanng m these equations are listed in Table III for the case of uniform magnet satisfying the condition (11) . In Table III we used the abbreviations
and we have made a certain simplification in the denominator under the sum~ mations over q'. As a result of the use of Green's function of the cumulant type rather than the mom~nt type, a renormalized .spectrum is found even at stage I, i.e. (15) and (16) . The terms in the bracket of the last four equations should be added only in the case of Green's functions for anti-commutators ..
with the use of (7) and (8) . This spectrum leads to that of the ordinary spin wave in the low temperature limit.
)
Inclusion of stage II affords a correction to spin wave spectrum; however, this is shown not to be sufficient for the discussion of the damping in the paramagnetic range. In order to cover this range we have to include at least up to Stage nI, because the term proportional to doCk) becomes v~nishing as <O)~NSwo/kBT<l at high temperatures.
In order to terminate the hierarchy at a certain stage we have to deal with the structure of the following type, i.e.
When the imaginary part of the expression is looked for, replacing 1/ ((1) -w (q'»)
Suppose the spectrum represented by the above formula is looked from the extreme wing, j .e. I w -w (q) I is large, it should appear something like
which is nothing but a pair of a-functions separated by 2V:Em(q, q'); and corfJ' responds to the initial time behaviour of the response function. On the other hand, when the spectrum is looked at the centre, i.e. w-w (q), then we may simply take w = w ('I) in the argument of the a-function, and thus straig_htly find a finite imaginary part
In a concrete case either of the above two approximations may be employed, depending on the relative magnitude of < (w -w ( 
When «w-w(q)Y)~«w(q) -W(q'»2), we may resort to the wing approxima~ tion, whereas the centre approximation is more reasonable when
The wing approximation may be related to the moment method,li) and the centre approximation to the ordinary perturbational approach. In our case of a spin assembly the centre approximation seems valid in the ordered phase, and the wing approximation seems more reason,able in the dis~ ordered phase at higher temperatures.
In the case of the wing approximation we are left with a pair of a-functions, however, that we have discarded higher order functions, the effect of which, if included, would have smeared out the spectrum into one which is more or less continuous. From this point of view the doublet is significant only in the fact that it gives a rough idea about the spread of the final continuous distribution, i.e. it gives the correct second' moment or the correct initial curvature of the higher order relaxation function. Let us illustrate a way of taking this situation 'lnto account in the following example.
Suppose in the calculation of (t I the terms up to stage III are retained and Jo(q') is replaced by Lio(q) in the denominator of the highest order, the spectral structure of the denominator g) can be derived by putting where and Here and
£1* (k, w) =.::
In the same way
1.
where
and This means that the contribution from ~ is seriously cut down, and a finite q imaginary part cannot be expected in the
It is clear that we need more or less continuous spectrum including (J) = (J)o; however, what we have found is essentially a discrete doublet. In view of this situation and the foregoing consideration let us replace the doublet by an equivalent continuous distribution which has the same value of the second moment. In what follows we choose the Gaussian distribution for this purpose. Then we have a finite spectral density at (J) = 110 (k), and the whole distribution is given by the following formulae,
For the actual evaluation of the above formulae we should remember the fol~ lowing relations,
where Q stands for (j) -.do (k) in our case, and 0:>
1=<' _
. J . The final result is summarized in the form (39) Consequently,
This quantity is directly related to the transverse susceptibility x+_ (k, w) through the following formulae,
e XBA W --1:2...
where the letters s and a attached to the left-hand shoulder stand for the symmetric and anti symmetric part with respect to the interchange of B and A, respectively. It should be noted that the possible appearance of the skewness of the resonance profile is indicated in (40). § 3. Resonance width and the spatial correlations
As ~e have discussed in the previous section the parameter indicating the width, or the d~mping constant of phase, of the spin resonance is given by the following formula,
The paratrleters a 2 (k, q), b
2 (k, q) and c 3 (k, q) have already been given in Table III in terms of the coupling constants and the Fourier transforms of the spatial correlations.
)
However, for later discussions it is instructive as well as convenient to express these parameters by the spatial correlations themselves, not by the Fourier transforms. This can be done by ~sing the formulae like
For the purpose of tabulation let us decompose the parameters into several terms, namely In Table ' IV each term of the above equation is listed separately, being expressed in terms of the spatial correlations ,fl." (x) of the spin fluctuations.
The special case in which If-= 0 corresponds to the response of the system under the application of a radiation having a large wave length as compared with the sample dimension, which is actually the case. In this case we see that a 2 does not involve the exchange interaction, whereas Ii does. Consequently there appears usually a strong exchange narrowing ,and the observed width is much smaller than the width of the Gaussian distribution in the formula (41), the latter being of the order of the exchange interaction. Therefore our practical interest lies in the quantity 
-cos q·(u+v)} +sin k·u{cos k·", sin qou-sin q.
(u-n) -sin q. (n+u)} -(2 cos k'n+l) {2 cos k·u cos q·n-cos q. (n-u) -cosq· (n+u)} -sin k·n{cos k·(l sin (J·n-sin q. (n--u) -sin q'(n+u)}]
in this case.
In the high temperature limit it is evident that and In this particular limit, 
of the anisotropy.
However, b 2 (0, q) involves the exchange interaction explicitly in contrast with In order to evaluate a sum of a fractional expression like (44) we now replace it -by the ratio of the independent sums of the numerator and the denominator_ It will later be observed that there is little need of correction in the paramagnetic phase for the particular case of the antiferromagnetic coupling. This kind of replacement may not be justified at temperatures far below the Curie point, where the summand is no longer a slowly varying function of q, otherwise there seems to be little need of correction. Let us for the moment 'l! concentrate our attention on the higher temperature range. In this case we are dealing with the quantities like 
and
'Transforming the commutator into ordinary correlation function and integrating over the entire range of co, we find the transverse correlations of the following forms,
where we adopted an abbreviation 1 (54)' exp ( [3,do (k) ) -1 This looks something like the relative fraction of particles obeying Bose statistics i however, such an intuitive meaning is only attributable at low temperatures, i.e.
1(. Tomita and M. Tanaka
in the spin-wave range. and not at general temperatures.
The same type technique is not applicable in the case of the longitudinal correlations, for the inhomogeneous term in the equation for Green's function is now vanishing in the lowest order approximation. In this case, therefore, we adopt a slightly different approach which is described in the following. Suppose that in addition to a uniform external field and polarization there exists a local variation of the external field having sinusoidal character with wave number k and amplitude ())o (k), then there should appear a non-vanishing expectation value of a corresponding sinusoidal polarization <k), be it ever so small. When thi~ part of the polarization is differentiated with respect to ())o (k), a generalized kdependent susceptibility is obtained in the form
In a certain temperature range which is not insignificant for our problem the above formula is approximately reduced
which is nothing but the quantity we desire to obtain. With this .in mind we now calculate the quantity (k ~ q I ;) in the approximation in which we retain only terms up to the first order in ())o (k). The result is given by
From this the generalized correlation is found to be / + -) _ .
so that '(k!q, ~) is expressed by (k), <0), and the temperature.
On the other hand we note an identity
On equating the right-hand side of (59) and (60) Let us look into the behaviour of correlations in th~ limiting cases. In the high temperature limit The last formula coincides with the one derived by, Kawasaki and Morj29 l in the special case of the vanishing anisotropy and dipolar interaction.
In the low temperature limit As we are interested only in the small values of k in this limit,
and we have
It is interesting to note that formally this result resembles to that of the molecular field theory,30) which is written as rX,
whereE q is defined by
N'I N
Here the second approximate equality holds for the case in' which the exchange interaction is dominant. On the other hand the spin wave theory gives exactly the same expreSSIOns In the previous section the Fourier transforms of the correlation of spin deviations were expressed in terms of the uniform polarization (0) and the temperature. In order to obtain the polarization (0) as a function of temperature we now invoke the sum rule, which is expressed by In'serting the approximate expressions which was found in the previous section (72) becomes (0) { 22::.:
I'rom this equation in principle the polarization (0) may be solved as a function of temperature and consequently the Curie point may be determined. At temperatures above the critical temperature the equation is simplified to
by virtue of (64) and (65). As the procedure IS not always simple, let us now look into some limiting cases.
In the high temperature range it is expected that <O)~NS, and <0)2 may be' neglected as compared with (0) 
is the paramagnetic Curie temperature and is generally greater than Tc which was determined by (77). Below the Curie point similar expanSIOn IS not allowed. However, m the lowest temperature limit the sum rule gives owmg to the fact N k --00. This indicates the appearence of a complete polarization due to the existence of the exchange interaction.
Ha~ing obtained Ko(T) as a function of temperature it is now straightforward to evaluate the spatial correlation in the same approximation, consequently the damping constant or the line width. § 6. Summary and discussion
In the foregoing sections attention has been concentrated on the transverse response of an interacting spin assembly. The longitudinal response as well may be discussed in the same framework. Also a systematic investigation of the phenomenon called "spin diffusion "31)-34) is possible by treating Green's functioils corresponding to small but finite value of k. The constant of diffusion is given by D=lim(8rj8k 2 
).
It should be noted here that the constant associated with polarization diffusion (Le. of longitudinal component) is not necessarily identieal with that associated with phase diffusion (i.e. of transverse component). In any case the macroscopic parameters of relaxation is expressed by the interaction constant and the spatial correlation at the same time in an equilibrium assembly. The temperature dependence of the latter quantity may also be calculated from Green's function as a special case of t = O. Only the general formalism has been presented here, and examples will be given in subsequent publications on the line width of resonance in ferro-and antiferromag!letic;. substances.
